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Greetings to all the Adventurous Eaters out there!Welcome to the world of Exotic Family
Favorite Recipes from India!This book contains most of the favorite recipes that families enjoy all
over India.We, the Indians, always have a flair for discovering new and exciting recipes. We also
try out the most delicious, mouth-watering cuisines from ancient India.There have been a million
different flavors lingering in our households for centuries. The specialty about our cooking is that
it is loved and treasured by most of the people around the world.Do try our recipes in the comfort
of your home and be sure to share them with your friends and relatives. We are sure that you will
want to learn more and ‘wow’ the people around you!Click on the BUY button at the upper right
to get this book now and start experiencing the many delicious flavors of these family favorite
recipes from all around India.I hope you enjoy these recipes that I prepared in my kitchen here in
India.Tara Alexander



India’s Best RecipesSome of the India’s Favorite Family Recipesby Chef BanVisit for other great
recipes!Copyright ©2012 – Chef Ban. All Rights Reserved.All pictures and recipes provided by
Tara Alexander – Used by permission.Legal Disclaimer:No part of this eBook may be
reproduced or transmitted for resale or use by any party other than the individual purchaser who
is the sole authorized user of this information.Purchaser is authorized to use any of the
information in this publication for his or her own use only. All other reproduction or transmission,
or any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by
any informational storage or retrieval system, is prohibited without express written permission
from the publisher.Liability Disclaimer:By reading this document, you assume all risks
associated with using the recipes given below, with a full understanding that you, solely, are
responsible for anything that may occur as a result of putting this information into action in any
way, and regardless of your interpretation of the recipes.Published September 2012All photos
used by permission and are free of copyright restrictions or have a Creative Commons Copyright
with attribution.Other Books by Chef Ban: And more coming soon!Get Free Recipes for a
Year fromThank You for purchasing and reading my recipe books. I hope you really enjoy the
dishes I collected for you here. I would really appreciate it if you could leave a good review for
me on the page where you bought this book.Thanks again,Chef Banwww.ChefBan.com Table
of ContentsAbout Chef BanIntroductionChicken and Broad Beans GravyMulti-Flavored Raw
Mango DipHot Tomato and Pepper WaterBeef Mince GravyTraditional Indian Drumstick
SauceHot & Spicy Besan Flour-Dipped OnionWhite Flour DelightNorth Indian Roti & DhalSouth
Indian Special Idly & DosaHot & Spicy Egg GravySouth Indian Vegetable Fried RiceHot & Spicy
Fish FryHot & Spicy Fish CurryIndian Style Spicy VermicelliNorth Indian Puri & Potato
GravySpicy Beef GravySouth Indian Beef Fried RiceSpicy Tangy Brinjal Egg Plant GravySouth
Indian Egg Fried RiceSpicy White Radish GravyIndian Chickpeas SnackIndian Black Lentils
SnackIndian Hot & Spicy Chicken FryChicken & Coconut Milk SauceHot & Spicy Shrimp Potato
Gravy About Chef BanChef Ban was one of the original “boat people” who left Vietnam in 1978
while still in high school. He had to leave his parents and family behind in Vietnam, hoping that
he could one day bring them to whatever country he ended up in. Hundreds of thousands of
“boat people” left in search of a better life, only to die at sea. The boat he and several others
were on was lucky enough to make it to another country in one piece.After wandering around the
ocean for weeks, they finally found land near Malaysia. Malaysia refused them entry a few times,
so they poked a hole in their boat so the boat would start sinking. Once the Malaysian camp
officials saw this, they accepted them into their refugee camp where they spent a couple of
years awaiting sponsorship from other countries.Ban accepted sponsorship from a company in
New York. He arrived in New York in 1979 and began working in a chicken factory. After he saw
no future in that job, he went to Washington DC and became a dishwasher at the Marriott Hotel
restaurant while going to school at night to study English.He worked himself up to head chef
within a couple of years and had prepared dinner for many dignitaries including Presidents and
Congressmen. He then sponsored his brothers and sisters (still in Vietnam) to come to the



United States.In the late 1980′s he moved to Florida and helped his sister manage and run a
Vietnamese restaurant in Tampa, where they created many delicious and unique Vietnamese-
French fusion dishes for their customers.That restaurant, Indochinois, is still open in south
Tampa today, where you can taste some of their delicious recipes.Chef Ban is now retired and
travels the world looking for unique recipes to share with you and is constantly seeking unique
recipes from everyone around the world on his web site www.ChefBan.com.We hope you enjoy
this recipe book and hope you will contribute your very own unique recipes to share with others
around the world, like Tara Alexander from India did in this book.IntroductionGreetings to all the
adventurous eaters out there! Welcome to the world of Exotic Family Favorite Recipes from India!
We, the Indians, always have a flair for discovering new and exciting recipes. We also try out the
most delicious, mouth-watering cuisines from ancient India. There have been a million different
flavors lingering in our households for centuries. The specialty about our cooking is that it is
loved and treasured by most of the people around the world.Do try our recipes in the comfort of
your home and be sure to share them with your friends and relatives. We are sure that you will
want to learn more and ‘wow’ the people around you!I hope you enjoy these recipes that I
prepared in my kitchen here in India.Tara Alexander(Tara Alexander prepared all of these dishes
and took their pictures from her kitchen. These are family favorites used daily throughout India.
You can contact her on Facebook at Tara.DavidAlexander@facebook.com)Are You Adventurous
Enough???Chicken and Broad Beans GravyChicken and Broad Beans Gravy is a modern
Indian dish combining the traditional broad beans gravy with chicken. It is a simple yet tasty
recipe that has many nutritional values.This Chicken & Broad Bean Gravy can be used as a
spread on sandwiches or burgers. It is also a great combination for Indian recipes like roti,
chapatti, parata and puri.Facts about Broad BeansBroad beans are rich in vitamins, calcium,
iron and protein. It can be eaten by both children and adults alike. When taken regularly, it can
help with diabetes, dysentery, frequent headaches, blood pressure and heart diseases.Now that
we know so much about Broad Beans, shall we see how to prepare the Chicken & Broad Beans
Gravy?Please follow the simple steps to prepare one of the most delicious dishes of India!
IngredientsChicken Breast – 250 grams (boiled and broken in to small pieces)Broad Beans –
250 grams (chopped in to small pieces.)Onions – 100 grams (chopped finely)Tomatoes – 100
grams (chopped finely)Ginger Paste – 25 gramsGarlic Paste – 25 gramsMustard Seeds – 1
teaspoonCurry Leaves – 10Chilly Powder – 2 tablespoonCoriander Powder – 2
tablespoonTurmeric Powder – 1 teaspoonRefined Oil – 4 tablespoonWater – 100 mlSalt to
tasteServes 4 peopleCooking time: 20 minutesMethodHeat the pan.Add oil.Once the oil is hot,
lower the flame and add mustard. Let it splutter.Add curry leaves and sauté for a few
seconds.Add onion and sauté until golden brown.Add ginger and garlic paste. Sauté for three
minutes.Add tomatoes and sauté until all the juice is absorbed and the oil is seen.Now add the
chicken and sauté for three minutes.Then add broad beans to the mixture and sauté for three
more minutes.Now add salt, turmeric powder, chilly powder and coriander powder.Mix the gravy
for a few seconds until they blend well with each other and add water.Let the mixture cook for 10



minutes until the chicken and broad beans are cooked and the gravy is thick.Hot and Spicy
Chicken & Broad Beans Gravy is now ready to be served!Tips

About Chef BanChef Ban was one of the original “boat people” who left Vietnam in 1978 while
still in high school. He had to leave his parents and family behind in Vietnam, hoping that he
could one day bring them to whatever country he ended up in. Hundreds of thousands of “boat
people” left in search of a better life, only to die at sea. The boat he and several others were on
was lucky enough to make it to another country in one piece.After wandering around the ocean
for weeks, they finally found land near Malaysia. Malaysia refused them entry a few times, so
they poked a hole in their boat so the boat would start sinking. Once the Malaysian camp
officials saw this, they accepted them into their refugee camp where they spent a couple of
years awaiting sponsorship from other countries.Ban accepted sponsorship from a company in
New York. He arrived in New York in 1979 and began working in a chicken factory. After he saw
no future in that job, he went to Washington DC and became a dishwasher at the Marriott Hotel
restaurant while going to school at night to study English.He worked himself up to head chef
within a couple of years and had prepared dinner for many dignitaries including Presidents and
Congressmen. He then sponsored his brothers and sisters (still in Vietnam) to come to the
United States.In the late 1980′s he moved to Florida and helped his sister manage and run a
Vietnamese restaurant in Tampa, where they created many delicious and unique Vietnamese-
French fusion dishes for their customers.That restaurant, Indochinois, is still open in south
Tampa today, where you can taste some of their delicious recipes.Chef Ban is now retired and
travels the world looking for unique recipes to share with you and is constantly seeking unique
recipes from everyone around the world on his web site www.ChefBan.com.We hope you enjoy
this recipe book and hope you will contribute your very own unique recipes to share with others
around the world, like Tara Alexander from India did in this book.IntroductionGreetings to all the
adventurous eaters out there! Welcome to the world of Exotic Family Favorite Recipes from India!
We, the Indians, always have a flair for discovering new and exciting recipes. We also try out the
most delicious, mouth-watering cuisines from ancient India. There have been a million different
flavors lingering in our households for centuries. The specialty about our cooking is that it is
loved and treasured by most of the people around the world.Do try our recipes in the comfort of
your home and be sure to share them with your friends and relatives. We are sure that you will
want to learn more and ‘wow’ the people around you!I hope you enjoy these recipes that I
prepared in my kitchen here in India.Tara Alexander(Tara Alexander prepared all of these dishes
and took their pictures from her kitchen. These are family favorites used daily throughout India.
You can contact her on Facebook at Tara.DavidAlexander@facebook.com)Are You Adventurous
Enough???Chicken and Broad Beans GravyChicken and Broad Beans Gravy is a modern
Indian dish combining the traditional broad beans gravy with chicken. It is a simple yet tasty
recipe that has many nutritional values.This Chicken & Broad Bean Gravy can be used as a
spread on sandwiches or burgers. It is also a great combination for Indian recipes like roti,



chapatti, parata and puri.Facts about Broad BeansBroad beans are rich in vitamins, calcium,
iron and protein. It can be eaten by both children and adults alike. When taken regularly, it can
help with diabetes, dysentery, frequent headaches, blood pressure and heart diseases.Now that
we know so much about Broad Beans, shall we see how to prepare the Chicken & Broad Beans
Gravy?Please follow the simple steps to prepare one of the most delicious dishes of India!
IngredientsChicken Breast – 250 grams (boiled and broken in to small pieces)Broad Beans –
250 grams (chopped in to small pieces.)Onions – 100 grams (chopped finely)Tomatoes – 100
grams (chopped finely)Ginger Paste – 25 gramsGarlic Paste – 25 gramsMustard Seeds – 1
teaspoonCurry Leaves – 10Chilly Powder – 2 tablespoonCoriander Powder – 2
tablespoonTurmeric Powder – 1 teaspoonRefined Oil – 4 tablespoonWater – 100 mlSalt to
tasteServes 4 peopleCooking time: 20 minutesMethodHeat the pan.Add oil.Once the oil is hot,
lower the flame and add mustard. Let it splutter.Add curry leaves and sauté for a few
seconds.Add onion and sauté until golden brown.Add ginger and garlic paste. Sauté for three
minutes.Add tomatoes and sauté until all the juice is absorbed and the oil is seen.Now add the
chicken and sauté for three minutes.Then add broad beans to the mixture and sauté for three
more minutes.Now add salt, turmeric powder, chilly powder and coriander powder.Mix the gravy
for a few seconds until they blend well with each other and add water.Let the mixture cook for 10
minutes until the chicken and broad beans are cooked and the gravy is thick.Hot and Spicy
Chicken & Broad Beans Gravy is now ready to be served!TipsAlways add the ingredients one by
one and sauté at least for two minutes before adding another.Always cook in a low flame.
Though it is time consuming, this will help the dish to turn out to be more delicious and prevents
the dish from getting burnt.Chicken can be replaced with shrimps, mutton or beef.If you do not
like the flavor of ginger, this dish can be made without it as well.When preparing without ginger,
replace garlic paste with full garlic cloves.If you are new to Indian cooking, please stand away
from the pan when the mustards splutter to avoid the oil splattering on you.Multi-Flavored Raw
Mango DipMulti Flavored Raw Mango Dip is a traditional South Indian dish passed on from
generation to generation. This dish is quite famous among children as it is sweet and tangy. We
normally prepare this dish from April to June, the mango season in India, and it is a wonderful
experience to pick fresh and raw mangos from mango trees and take them to our mothers so
that they can make this mouth-watering delight.This dish serves as a great dip for French fries,
fish & chicken fingers, chicken nuggets, cutlets and many more. Once prepared, it can stay up to
three days without refrigeration and can be refrigerated for about a month.Facts about Jaggery
(Whole Sugar)Jaggery, or whole sugar, is an unrefined product of sugarcane juice and a natural
sweetener, which contains Proteins, Minerals, Iron and Vitamins essential for the body,
especially growing children. It purifies our blood, regulates the functions of our liver and keeps
us healthy. Adding whole sugar or jaggery in our diet for two to three times a week will help
maintain a healthy life style. White sugar can be replaced with jaggery in coffee, tea or any other
dish that uses sugar to experience a difference in taste.Now, let’s see how to prepare sweet &
tangy raw mango delight.IngredientsRaw Mango – 250 grams (diced in to small cubes)Jaggery



or Whole Sugar – 250 grams (broken in to small pieces)Salt – ¼ teaspoonTurmeric Powder – ¼
teaspoonChilly Powder – ½ teaspoonCurry Leaves – 5Mustard – ½ teaspoonRefined Oil – 2
tablespoonWater – 50 mlServes 6 people or moreCooking Time: 20 - 25 minutesMethodHeat a
sauce pan.Add oil.When the oil is hot, lower the flame and add mustard seeds. Let it
splutter.Add curry leaves and sauté for a few seconds.Add the mango cubes and sauté for three
minutes.Add salt, turmeric powder & chilly powder.Mix them well with the raw mango and add
water.Let the content cook for 5 minutes until the raw mango is soft.Now add the jaggery or
whole sugar.Allow the jaggery to melt and blend with the mango by slowly stirring the
mixture.Cover the pan and let the content cook for 10 – 15 minutes until the mixture turns into a
thick paste.Your multi flavored raw mango delight is now ready!TipsIf you want to try more
flavors use orange, apple, strawberry, pineapple or banana instead of raw mango. You can also
use grated raw mango instead of diced ones to prepare this dish and use it as a spread on
sandwiches or burgers.If you are new to Indian cooking, please stand away from the pan when
the mustards splutter to avoid the oil splattering on you.Always cook in a low flame. Though it is
time consuming, this will help the dish to turn out to be more delicious and prevents the dish
from getting burnt.Hot Tomato and Pepper WaterHot Tomato & Pepper Water is a Traditional
South Indian Soup variety that is usually consumed after heavy lunch or dinner to improve
digestion. Indians normally use it with white rice. It is greatly preferred when one has a cold,
cough or flu as most of the ingredients in this dish have medicinal properties.
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4Nbahu, “Excellent Unique Mixture of South, North and Modern Indian Recipes.. When looking
for a cookbook that I want to keep, I look for several things. Does the book describe the types of
ingredients that are being used? Are the amounts and directions specific? Are there any
personal anecdotes about the recipes being shown? Are there pictures to show me how it
should look? Does the recipe give a preparation time? Is the layout of the recipe easy to follow
and preferably on one page. For the kindle there is an additional thing I look for. Is there a
clickable table of contents? None of these are deal breakers. However, the more of the above
questions that are answered in yes , the better chance of me purchasing it.I have lived in the US
and in India, for extended times. I am always on the look out for new Indian recipes. I have been
very disappointed in most of the Indian Cookbooks that have been offered. I was actually
surprised at how good this cookbook is. More importantly I was impressed with the style of
Indian food being offered.Included in this are North Indian, South Indian, and Anglo Indian.
Looking at the various recipes I would recommend this book for experienced cooks, not
professional level, but someone who is comfortable in the kitchen. The recipes seem to be
designed for a western kitchen.Some of the reasons I like this book,1. Clickable TOC.2.
Number of servings and preparation times given.3. Photos for all the recipes.4. Recipe format
starts with an ingredient list (one ingredient per line)5. Followed by bulleted instructions.6.
Followed by tips.At the beginning of each recipe the author discusses the origins and Indian
name of the dish. Following the recipe the author offers tips and variations.Some of the recipes
are not traditional recipes but are modern Indian. Many of the meat dishes can be customized
by changing beef to mutton, chicken or shrimp. I was surprised that none of the recipes called
for garam masala, which is usually an Indian requirement. I was also surprised that almost all of
the non vegetarian dishes were beef based, which is a very uncommon ingredient in India.Even
though a couple of things seemed strange overall the recipes looked authentic, in fact the aloo
puri looks like very similar to my families recipe.I recommend this cookbook.”

Shmonkey, “WARNING! NOT for Beginners and Only if You Have a Food Scale. First the Pros:1)
I love cook books that shows the writer's personality. Cooking is something personal and I really
like it when the writer shares what they like about the recipe. Chef Ban does a great job of
educating the reader on the history of the food (personal and cultural) as well as the health
benefits of the ingredients/dish.2) The book is illustrated with pictures. Granted, the pictures are
hard to see on my kindle touch but most self published cook books are just words after words.3)
All the recipes include a yield and cooking time. I know it sounds minor but a lot of self published
cook book authors forget these valuable information.Now some of the opportunities... Well no,
not opportunities but rather a heads up...1) This is not a book full of curry recipes. A lot of the
dishes in here will probably be unfamiliar to most people (they were to me). For example, the first
few dishes in the book are chicken and broad beans gravy, multi-flavored raw mango dip, hot



tomato and pepper water, and beef mince gravy.2) All the measurements (with the exception of
teaspoon and tablespoon) are in grams. I have been cooking for a long time but I will admit that I
have no idea what 100 gram of chopped tomato looks like.3) Some of the words and names are
not colloquial. For example, "refined oil"... not sure what that is... Splutter?4) Unless you live in
an area with an Indian grocery store some of the ingredients are going to be impossible to find
off line. Asafetida? Toor Dhal? Fenugreek?”

stlwebbusiness, “India's Most Delicious Recipes Are Simply Delicious. I picked up a copy of this
book the other day trying to find healthy alternatives to my staple meals. I've been in the fitness
industry for several decades and am always on the lookout for new, healthy meals I can
incorporate into my diet that will support my diet for bodybuilding.I was amazed at all the healthy
ingredients in the South Indian Egg Fried Rice. I love rice as a complex carb as it provides me
great energy when training, but is easy to burn off so no extra calories are stored as body
fat.Chef Ban, your recipes are amazing and I look forward to trying many more of your healthy
recipes. It is nice to find other types of food that are healthy, but offer different flavors than my
usual meals. Eating the same foods over and over can become boring at times and hard to stick
too. I am so glad I found your book and I highly recommend this book to anyone looking for
healthy alternative to their normal meals.”

James P. Kelly, “India's Most Delicious Recipes -- Delicious!. I 'bought' this during a free
promotion because my wife and I LOVE Indian cuisine, international recipes, and Asian recipes;
and I especially love the seasonings in Indian vegetable fried rice. So I thought we'd try this
cookbook for "Southern Indian vegetable fried rice" and go from there:”

Carol M, “Indian recipes - most delicious!. I love Indian food, and this recipe book, with it's
beautiful pictures and easy to follow instructions, have inspired me to stretch myself and start
cooking rather than buying ready made. A vast range of recipes have been included, from basic
curries to more exotic traditional meals, as well as how to make naan, roti and tasty
accompaniments. A very well presented book that I will definitely be referring to often.”

A.M. Bookreader, “Great Most Delicious Recipes. I was searching for an exotic International
meal for a dinner party I was planning. I downloaded India's Most Delicious Recipes. I found the
book very easy to use with great pictures of the finished product. I chose 3 dishes for my party
and my guests agreed that these recipes are the most delicious! Thank you Chef Ban”

Rochelle, “Great recipes _ spicy yum. The recipes call for many spices that I wasn't Sure about.
They sounded so good that I dove in with what I had on hand and I was not disappointed. Most
ethnic recipes are too watered down and just taste like any other Americanized meal. Thank you
chef Ban for giving  us gringos the opportunity to make our own amazing Indian cuisine.”



Tina H, “Delicious recipes!. This is a good selection of 25 Indian recipes, many from South India.
I made the 'Chicken and Coconut Milk Sauce' dish tonight and, as well as being easy to follow,
was really gorgeous to eat! The additional information about the health benefits of coconut milk
was interesting to read. The illustrations are useful and I think I'll be making 'Hot and Spicy Egg
Gravy' next! An inexpensive interesting cookbook which I can recommend.”

Robert Corrigan, “Top Stuff!. Well done chef!! Very easy to follow recipes, I made Hot & Spicy
Fish Fry together with South Indian Egg Fried Rice, very tasty. Looking forward to trying more.
Top notch.”

The book by Chef Ban has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 30 people have provided feedback.
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